
H2H3 RUN #384 – 28th April 2018 

 

LOCATION:  Off Road #2004, behind Smart House Village 1. 

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/Y5QRiA9mjX72 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.554450, E 99.90232 (N 12 33.267, E 99 54.139) 

HARES: Swindlers Pissed & Rubber Duck  

HASH SNACKS: Colossus   

TAX COLLECTOR: Tinks 

ICE MAN: Butt Out 

HASH SCRIBE: Sodomy 

NUMBER OF HASHERS: 19 

 

Nineteen hardy hashers braved the light drizzle that was still coming down 
Saturday afternoon for a most enjoyable hash. I arrived almost on time just to see 
the pack setting off to search for the first of the paper Mudman kindly waited 
behind while I got my hash shoes on and we then set of in pursuit of the rest of 
the hashers quite a tricky first check soon let us catch up before the check had 
been broken. Unusual for me I managed to get the next couple of checks right 
first time and after which we hit a bit of a slippy patch caused by the rain before 
coming across Swindlers kindly putting more paper down and pointing right at a 
tricky part of the run in case any had been washed away by the rain 

Most the paper was still on course and with a bit of looking to keep us on our toes 
the FRB's of Mudman and myself got round in 40 minutes, Tinks managed a 
respectable 3rd place maybe even without short cutting closely followed by 
Bushwacker. A well-earned and much appreciated beer, snacks, fun circle were 



then had with both runners and walkers giving thumbs up for the trail followed by a 
healthy seventeen of us going on to the on after where the good times continued 

Overall an excellent hash that I look forward to going round in the opposite 
direction on Wednesday's Fun Run 

On On,  

Sodomy 


